Molecular dynamics simulations of the melting mechanisms of perfect and imperfect crystals of dimethylnitramine.
The melting mechanisms of perfect and imperfect crystalline dimethylnitramine have been studied using molecular dynamics simulations. The imperfect crystal was created by removing approximately 10% of the molecules from the center of the simulation cell. The density, diffusion coefficient, translational and orientational order parameters, and void size were calculated as functions of temperature and simulation time. Upon melting, the volume of the imperfect crystal slowly decreases with time due to the shrinkage of the void then suddenly decreases to a minimum value due to collapse of the structure around the void with concomitant diffusion of molecules into the void. The simulation cell volume then increases as the liquid nucleus formed at the void expands. The melting of perfect crystals must occur by a different mechanism. As the temperature of the perfect crystal reaches the maximum superheating temperature, there is an increase in the thermal motions of the molecules that result in the formation of liquid centers (characterized by translational order parameter consistent with the liquid phase) at random locations. The liquid centers rapidly grow, resulting in a complete transition to the liquid phase. The increases in orientational and translational freedom occur simultaneously in the imperfect crystal, and in the perfect crystal, orientational freedom significantly precedes translational freedom.